
 

 

Now that Big Sis is 4.5 years old and not yet in preschool I am constantly trying to get her 
interested in different learning opportunities but I always fall short on how to show her fun 
stuff with science. I don't have to look any more because a few weeks ago I was introduced 
to The Young Scientists Club. They offer different kits to help you teach your little ones 
about different things with Science. 
 

They have kits with Clifford and The Magic School Bus that is perfect for preschool aged children to recognize and 
enjoy. I have always been a big fan of Ms. Frizzle and the fun ways she teaches the children things about Science. 
 

We were sent the Clifford Bubble Science kit to test out. I figured that Big Sis loved bubbles so she might as well 
learn a little more about them. 
 

The book that comes with it comes with full color instructions on all the little experiments. They were all short and 
easy for Big Sis to follow. She had a blast doing all the experiments herself (with some help from Mom of course). 
 

Blowing the bubbles in the tray was her favorite part.  

   
 
Overall both Big Sis and I had a blast trying out all the little bubble experiments. Lil Sis enjoyed watching and would 
sneak her little fingers up to pop the bubbles when Mama was not paying attention. 
 

Probably the best thing about The Young Scientists Club is that they have a monthly subscription service where you 
can get science kits every month. This is especially great for homeschooling Mamas that might want to add a few 
extra science lessons in their lives. For bigger groups they even have fundraising opportunities that you might want 
to look into. 
 

They have tons of great kits to choose from and I only wish I could do them all. 

Tillywig Toy & Media Brain Child Award, given only to “exciting products that energize the mind 
while seamlessly blending fun and learning!” 
 

Connect: You can connect with The Young Scientists Club on their website, Facebook, 
@TYSclub on twitter and Pinterest. 
 
Buy It! You can purchase the kits on the website and they range from $19.99-$39.99 a piece.  
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